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VISIT BUTTERFLY WONDERLAND & THE ODYSEA MIRROR MAZE
THIS HALLOWEEN HOLIDAY
Two Attractions for the Price of One!
th

SCOTTSDALE, Ariz. ---July 23, 2014 --- During the week of Halloween, Monday, October 27
through Sunday, November 2nd visit Scottsdale’s newest attractions, Butterfly Wonderland and
the OdySea Mirror Maze for the price of one! Enjoy the 3-D theatre, the Chrysalis Emergence
Gallery and the Rainforest Conservatory where 2,000 to 3,000 thousand butterflies from around
the world fly freely, the Honey Bee Extravaganza, Ant Colonies, stingray touch tank and Rivers
of the Amazon from 9:00am-5:00pm (regular admission prices apply) and then head over to the
Mirror Maze (opened until 8:00 pm during that week only) for FREE! Guests will be treated to a
“spooky” maze experience while enjoying festive treats on the enormous candy wall, with up to
24 different types of candies and flavors and spooky music throughout.
The Mirror Maze experience will send guests trailing around trying to find an elusive rare
butterfly through hallways lined with an abundance of mirrors creating infinite reflections while
going through twisting corners, dummy loops and dead ends. Dramatic LED lighting and digital
sound effects evoke the atmosphere of a Central American tropical rainforest, complete with
screeching howler monkeys, hissing anacondas, tropical storms, and more! Along the way,
visitors will encounter a rickety bridge over an infinity chasm, a jungle clearing, and the ruins of
a Mayan temple.
-###About Butterfly Wonderland
Butterfly Wonderland is Scottsdale’s newest destination attraction and largest glass-enclosed butterfly
conservatory in America. It features a magnificent glass atrium that brings a tropical rainforest
environment to the Arizona desert, as well as educational laboratories and interactive exhibits, a 3D movie
theater, gift shop, and a café-style dining area. Butterfly Wonderland is open 9am-5pm daily with

seasonal promotions throughout the year. The entrance fee is $18.95 per adult, $9.95 per child and
$16.95 for students and seniors and Group Rates are also available. Annual Passes can be purchased
for adults at the cost of $49.95 and $29.95 for children; which includes a 15% discount in Butterfly
Treasures gift shop. Cameras are welcome. Butterfly Wonderland is located at 9500 East Via de Ventura
in Scottsdale, AZ 85256 at the Salt River Pima-Maricopa Indian Community. For more information, call
480-800-3000 or visit www.butterflywonderland.com
About the OdySea Mirror Maze
The Odysea Mirror Maze is located at the NE corner of the 101 Freeway and Via de Ventura at the Salt
River Pima-Maricopa Indian Community. The address is 9500 East Via de Ventura in Scottsdale, AZ
85256. The facility is adjacent to Butterfly Wonderland and combination passes to both facilities will also
be available.
For more information, call (480) 270-6200 or visit www.odyseamirrormaze.com
About OdySea in the Desert
Odysea in the Desert is a 35-acre, multi-million-dollar entertainment complex. Opening May 2013,
Butterfly Wonderland, the largest butterfly pavilion in America, was the first phase of this project followed
by the Odysea Mirror Maze. Ground breaking for the Odysea Aquarium (the largest aquarium in the
southwest region) is forthcoming and scheduled to open in 2015. Other attractions will include an IMAX
Theatre, an “Arizona Experience;” a Ripley’s Believe It Or Not Museum; distinctive retail shops; and a
“Taste of the World” culinary showcase with distinctive international restaurants.

